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Heat pumps are the systems delivering the heat 

from the low temperature source, to the high 

temperature source. According to the second law of 

thermodynamics, the heat does not spontaneously 

flow from a sink at a lower temperature to a source a 

at higher temperature source. The energy is required 

to provide this heat flow. Heat pump supplies this 

energy by using the electrical energy (mechanical 

heat pump) or heat energy (thermal heat pumps) [1].      

Heat pumps are used in the areas of heating, 

refrigerating and air conditioning. Furthermore, they 

are used for meeting the hot water needs. Heat pumps 

differ from each other in terms of the source that they 

used (air, water, soil, etc.) and the heat that they conduct 

[2]. Air source heat pumps are employed with the 

applications of different heating systems such as a floor 

heating system, radiator heating system for homes, etc. 

and provide an optimum comfort conditions.  The hot 

water needs are met throughout the year. In addition to 
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the ease of installation, they also do not require a high-

cost drilling. They are used in the limited areas because 

of having a small outdoor unit [3]. The performance of 

a heat pump was experimentally carried out by using 

R432a as a refrigerant instead of R22 and it was observed 

that the performance and heating capacity of the heat 

pump increased between 8.5% - 8.7% and 1.9% - 6.4%, 

respectively [4].  

The performance of a heat pump using a near 

azeotropic refrigerant R431a that is a mixture of 71% 

propane and 29% R152a was experimentally compared 

with that of a heat pump using R22 as refrigerant. 

According to the experimental results, it was seen that 

the performance of the heat pump with R431a is higher 

by 3.5% - 3.8% than that of the heat pump with R22 at 

the same operating conditions [5]. The effects of two 

different airflow consisting of 75% and 100% of nominal 

air flow and refrigerant R410a charge, namely 75%, 100%, 

and 125% of regular value of an air on the performance 

A B S T R A C T

In this study, the air to air heat pump that was installed to a room having dimensions of 
6000x4000x3800 mm, was tested between the outdoor temperatures of -5°C and 5°C 

for different refrigerants , namely R134a, R404A, R407C and R410A. The electric power 
drawn by the compressor, indoor unit and outdoor unit fans, temperatures and pressures 
at the state points were measured. Experiments at the same outdoor temperatures were 
repeated three times under the controlled conditions. Analyses of the results obtained 
from the experiments were carried out by the computer code that was developed by 
means of Engineering Equation Solver (EES-V9.172-3D). The power consumed by the 
compressor, heating capacity of indoor unit, the absorbing heat capacity of outdoor unit, 
coefficient of performance of the heat pump, suction and discharge pressures of the 
compressor were investigated according to the outdoor temperatures. As the outdoor air 
temperature increased, the power consumed by the compressor increased whereas the 
indoor unit and outdoor unit capacities and coefficient of performance of the heat pump 
decreased on average. R134a is the most favourable refrigerants among the refrigerants 
under study due to consuming the least compressor power and having the highest 
coefficient of performance 
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of an source heat pump were experimentally carried out. It 

was observed that the increase in refrigerant charge while 

keeping the airflow constant at the rated value increased 

the COP by 5% at the heating season. However, the decrease 

in both air flow and refrigerant charge decreased the COP 

by 10% [6]. In a case study carried out in Beijing, China, a 

different prototype air source heat pump (ASHP) was 

designed and manufactured, it was observed that ASHP has 

a higher performance and heating capacity with the snowy 

days having  high relative humidities and  temperatures of 

around -12 °C. 

In this study, the performance of a air source heat 

pump was experimentally carried out for refrigerants R134a, 

R404a, R407c and R410a at various outdoor air temperatures. 

It was seen from the literature survey that there are few 

studies concerning with ASHP in which R407c and R410a 

are used as refrigerants. Furthermore, it was seen that the 

performance of heat pumps were compared in terms of 

refrigerants as the studies in the literature was investigated. 

But this study also aims to observe the coefficient of 

performance of ASHP at different outdoor temperatures.  

THEORETICAL STUDY

The first law of thermodynamics for a control volume can 

be written as [8],

Q
cv

=(dE
cv 

/ dt) + ∑m
e 
(h+(v2/2)+gz)

e
 - ∑m

i 
(h+(v2/2)+gz)

i
 + 

W
cv

                (1)

Where;

dEcv / dt: change of energy with respect to time within  

 a control volume

Wcv: work done per unit time by a control volume 

Qcv: heat rate delivered to a control volume

h
i
 : enthalpy of the refrigerant at a control volume inlet

h
e
 : enthalpy of the refrigerant at a control volume exit

The following assumptions are valid for the air source 

heat pump (ASHP) under consideration, 

• The flow of refrigerant throughout ASHP occurs 

at steady-state and steady-flow process. 

• The heat transfer from the compressor is 

negligible. 

• The electrical energy rate driven by the compressor 

is equal to the compression work per unit time. 

• The changes in kinetic and potential energies in 

the elements of ASHP are negligible.

• Sub cooling occurs in the indoor unit, the pressure 

losses are negligible. 

As the assumptions mentioned above are taken into 

consideration, the energy required for the compressor can 

be derived from Equation 1, 

W
comp

=m
r
(h

2
-h

1
)             (2)

Where, W
comp

 is the energy rate driven by the 

compressor and is measured by the energy analyser,  is the 

mass flow rate of the refrigerant throughout the ASHP,  is 

the specific enthalpy at the compressor inlet and  is the 

specific enthalpy at the compressor exit. 

The capacity of the indoor unit Q
iu
 can be expressed as,

Q
iu
=m

r
(h

3
-h

4
)                                       (3)

Where,  h
3
 and h

4 
are the specific enthalpies of 

the refrigerants at the inlet of the indoor unit and exit, 

respectively.   

The heat transfer rate absorbed by the outdoor unit of 

the ASHP Q
ou

 can be written as 

Q
ou

=m
r
(h

5
-h

1
)                                                        (4)

Where, h
5
 is the specific enthalpy of the refrigerant at the 

inlet of the indoor unit.  

Coefficient of performance of the heat pump (COP
hp

), a 

measure of ASHP, can be written as 

COP
hp 

= Q
iu 

/ (W
comp

 + W
iu
 + W

ou
)        (5)

Where, W
iu
 and W

ou
 are the energies consumed by the 

fans of indoor and outdoor units, respectively. These 

energies are also measured by the energy analyser as in 

the energy consumed by the compressor. The number of 

revolutions per minute is constant for these fans, so the 

consumed energies by these fans are constant and given 

below, 

W
iu
 = 0.176 kW

W
ou

 = 0.088 kW

EXPERIMENTAL

Experimental studies were performed in the one of 

the laboratories of the Department of Mechanical 

Engineering of Hitit University, having dimensions of 

6000x4000x3800 mm and facing North. 
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The heating load of this laboratory is 5472 kcal. The 

indoor unit of the ASHP is shown in Figure 1 while the 

outdoor unit is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 1 also shows the energy analyser, data logger, 

manometers and thermocouple connections 

ASHP mainly consists of semi hermetic compressor, air 

forced indoor and outdoor units, capillary type expansion 

valve. The auxiliary elements of the ASHP include four-way 

valve, high and low pressure switches and filter drier.

Uncertainty analysis of the study

There is a certain degree of uncertainty and error in 

every experiment. If the experiments are organized very 

precisely, the uncertainties and errors can be minimized 

in the experimental results. Three errors causing the 

uncertainty in the experimental results are presented by 

[9] as the error caused by person during reading the result 

from the experimental apparatus, the errors related to the 

primary and secondary part of the measuring apparatus.

According to the uncertainty analysis, R is the 

parameter that must be measured during the experiments, 

and x
1
, x

2
, x

3
 ………….,x

n
  are the independent parameters 

affecting R. R can be expressed as a function of the 

independent parameters [10],

R= R(x
1
,x

2
,x

3
…………x

n
)      (6)

w
1
, w

2
, w

3
,…………, w

n
 are the uncertainty values related 

to every independent parameters and W
R
 , the uncertainty 

value of measured parameter R, can be written as 

W
R
=[(∂RW

1
/∂x

1
)]2+ [(∂RW

2
/∂x

2
)]2+.....+[(∂RW

n
/∂x

n
)]2      (7)

During the experiments that were carried out, the 

uncertainty values associated with the measured values 

were inserted into Equation 7 and the total values of the 

uncertainties were obtained as it is shown in Table 1.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Air source heat pump (ASHP) was tested for different 

refrigerants including R134a, R404a, R407c and R410a at 

different outdoor air temperatures between -5°C and 5°C. 

A computer code was developed to analyze results by 

using Engineering Equation Solver (EES-V9.729-3D) that 

is commonly used in thermal systems [11]. The heating 

capacity of indoor unit, the amount of heat absorbed by 

outdoor unit, the energy consumed by the compressor, 

coefficient of performance of the ASHP, compressor 

suction and discharge pressures were investigated as 

a function of outdoor air temperatures for different 

refrigerants. 

Figure 3 shows the change of compressor suction 

(inlet) pressure of ASHP with respect to the outdoor air 

Table 1. Total uncertainties occurring in the experiments

Total uncertainties related to the measured parameters Total value of uncertainty

m) 3.1%

Qiu) 3.1%

Qou) 3.1%

) 1.3%

C0Php) 3.3%

Figure 1. Indoor unit of the ASHP

Figure 2. Outdoor unit of the ASHP
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temperature for various refrigerants. As it is shown in 

Figure 3 that as the outdoor air temperature increases, the 

suction pressure of ASHP increases for all of the refrigerants 

except for refrigerant R404a under the study. The suction 

pressure firstly decreases and reaches to a minimum 

value increase, then increases for refrigerant R404a. As 

the outdoor air temperature increases, the amount of heat 

transfer to the outdoor coil increases, thereby increasing 

the saturation temperature of the refrigerant. This causes 

the saturation pressure, in other words, compressor inlet 

pressure corresponding to this temperature to increase. 

As shown in Figure 3a for refrigerant 134a, as the outdoor 

air temperature changes between -2.5°C and 4.5°C, the 

suction pressure of ASHP changes between 221 kPa 

and 251 kPa. In the case of R404a, when the outdoor air 

changes from -1.5°C to 4.0°C, the compressor suction 

pressure changes from 225 kPa to 235 kPa. The increase 

in suction pressure for refrigerant R134a is 13.5% while it 

is 4.44% for R404a as it is shown in Figure 3b.

Figure 3c shows that the experimental measurements 

were not obtained at the outdoor air temperatures between 

-2.0°C and 2.0°C because of weather conditions. As shown 

in Figure 3c, at the temperatures between -4.0°C and 5.0°C, 

the compressor suction pressure varies from 355 kPa to 430 

kPa for refrigerant R407c and the increase in the pressure is 

20% while the increase in the suction pressure is 5.52% for 

refrigerant R410a for the temperatures between -2.0°C and 

4.0°C (Figure 3d). Figure 3 also shows that the maximum 

values of compressor suction pressures are obtained for 

R407c while the minimum ones are obtained for R404a.

Figure 3. Compressor suction pressure as a function of outdoor air temperature a) R134a, b) R404a, c) R407c, d) R410a

   (a)      (b)

   (c)      (d)
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The change of compressor discharge pressure of the 

ASHP with respect to the outdoor air temperature for the 

refrigerants including R134a, R404a, R407c and R410a is 

depicted in Figure 4. The heat transfer to the refrigerant 

because of increasing outdoor air temperature also causes 

the compressor discharge pressure to increase for all the 

refrigerants as in the case of the compressor suction pressure 

as it is shown in Figure 4. The maximum compressor 

discharge pressures, changing between 1850 kPa and 2200 

kPa, are obtained as refrigerant 407c is used in the ASHP 

cycle while the minimum ones, changing between 7750 kPa 

and 1025 kPa, are obtained by using R134a as refrigerant in 

the cycle. 

Figure 4 also shows that the discharge pressures of the 

ASHP lie in the middle range for the refrigerants, namely 

R404a and R410a. The discharge pressure values change 

between 1290–1345kPa  for refrigerant R404a and 1520 

–1610 kPa for refrigerant R410a. The maximum rate of 

increase in compressor discharge pressure occurs by using 

R134a as refrigerant in the cycle at the outdoor temperatures 

between -2.5°C and 4.5°C while the minimum occurs by 

using R410a at the temperatures between -1.5°C and 4°C.

   (a)      (b)

   (c)      (d)
Figure 4. Compressor discharge pressure as a function of outdoor air temperature a) R134a, b) R404a, c) R407c, d) R410a
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The variation of the power required for the compressor 

as a function of outdoor air temperature for refrigerants 

R134a, R404a, R407c and R410a is depicted in Figure 5. As 

the outdoor air temperature increases, the pressure ratio 

across the compressor also increases. This causes the power 

required for the compressor to increase as shown in Figure 

5. At the outdoor air temperatures between -2.5°C and 4.5°C, 

the power consumed by the compressor increases by 11.4% 

as refrigerant R134a is used in the ASHP cycle as shown in 

Figure 5a whereas the power increases by 5% for refrigerant 

R404a as depicted in Figure 5b. The maximum amount of 

power, namely approximately 2.5 kW  is consumed in the 

ASHP cycle as refrigerant 407c is used as refrigerant at 

an outdoor temperature of 5°C as it is shown in Figure 5c 

while the minimum power, namely approximately 1.23 

kW is consumed in the cycle for refrigerant R134a at an 

outdoor temperature of -2.5°C. 

   (a)      (b)

   (c)      (d)
Figure 5. The power required for the compressor versus outdoor air temperature a) R134a, b) R404a, c) R407c, d) R410a
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Figure 6 shows the coefficient of performance of 

the ASHP as a function of outdoor air temperature 

for refrigerants R134a, R404a, R407c and R410a. The 

coefficient of performance of the ASHP increases for all the 

refrigerants except for refrigerant R407c as the outdoor air 

temperature increases. At the increasing values of outdoor 

temperatures, the energy required for the compressor 

increases, but the capacity of indoor unit decreases, thereby 

decreasing the coefficient of performance of the ASHP as it 

is shown in Figures 6a, 6c and partly 6b. But, for refrigerant 

R407c, the coefficient of performance of ASHP decreases

because of increasing the capacity of indoor unit at higher 

outdoor temperatures. 

The coefficient of performance firstly decreases 

between until the outdoor temperature reaches 1°C and then 

increases between 1.0°C and 4.0°C for refrigerant R404a. 

The coefficients of performance of the ASHP ranging from 

4 to 4.8 are obtained by using R404a as a refrigerant in the 

cycle while those ranging from 1.85 to 2.1 are obtained by 

using R410a.

Figure 6. The coefficient of performance of the ASHP versus outdoor air temperature a) R134a, b) R404a, c) R407c, d) R410a

   (a)      (b)

   (c)      (d)
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The change of the capacity of the indoor unit of 

the ASHP as a function of outdoor air temperature for 

refrigerants R134a, R404a, R407c and R410a is depicted 

in Figure 7. The capacity of the indoor unit decreases at 

the outdoor air temperatures between -2.5°C and 4.5°C 

for refrigerant R134a as it is depicted in Figure 7a. In the 

mentioned temperature range above, the capacity decreases 

on average by 7.60%. For refrigerant R404a, the capacity 

firstly decreases between the temperatures of -1.5°C and 

1.0°C and it has a minimum value of 4kW corresponding 

of 1.0°C and then increases between 1.0°C and 4.0°C as 

shown in Figure 7b. Figure 7c shows that the capacity of 

indoor unit ranges from 3 and 13 kW for refrigerant R407c 

at the outdoor air temperatures between -4.0°C and 5°C. At 

the outdoor air temperatures between -2.0°C and 1.5°C, the 

capacity of indoor unit decreases on average by 14.81 and 

there is a small increase in the capacity after a temperature 

of 2.0 °C for refrigerant R410a as it is shown in Figure 7d.

   (a)      (b)

   (c)      (d)

Figure 7. The capacity of indoor unit of the ASHP versus outdoor air temperature a) R134a, b) R404a, c) R407c, d) R410a
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Figure 8 depicts the change of the capacity of outdoor 

unit of the ASHP with respect to the outdoor air temperature 

for refrigerants R134a, R404a, R407c and R410a. The 

capacity of the outdoor unit decreases for all the refrigerants 

except for refrigerant R404a as the outdoor air temperature 

increases. The capacity of outdoor unit firstly decreases 

and then increases on average for refrigerant R410a as 

the outdoor air temperature increases. As it is shown in 

Figure 8a that the outdoor unit capacity has a maximum 

value, namely 6.2 kW at an outdoor temperature of -2.5°C 

for refrigerant R134a and then the capacity decreases, and 

approximately reaches a minimum value of 5.5 kW at an 

outdoor temperature of 5°C. Among the refrigerants under 

study, the maximum outdoor unit capacities ranging from 

10.5 kW to 12.5 kW are obtained by employing R407c as 

a refrigerant in the ASHP cycle as depicted in Figure 8c 

while the minimum values ranging from 2.6 kW to 3 

kW are obtained with refrigerant R410a (Figure 8d).  

CONCLUSIONS

An air source heat pump was tested for refrigerants R134a, 

R404a, R407c and R410a at outdoor air temperatures 

ranging from -5°C to 5°C. The main conclusions are 

summarized below. 

Compressor suction pressure of the ASHP increases 

as the outdoor air temperature increases. The maximum 

pressure increase in the compressor suction pressure, namely 

21.4% is obtained by employing R407c as a refrigerant in the 

ASHP cycle while the minimum increase, namely 4.44% is 

obtained with refrigerant R404a. The values of increase in 

the compressor suction pressure for refrigerants R134a and 

R410a are 13.5% and 5.52%, respectively. The compressor 

suction pressure ranges from 355 to 430 kPa for refrigerant 

R407c and from 355 to 430 kPa for refrigerant R404a.

   (a)      (b)

   (c)      (d)

Figure 8. The capacity of outdoor unit of the ASHP versus outdoor air temperature a) R134a, b) R404a, c) R407c, d) R410a
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• Compressor discharge pressure of the ASHP 

also increases at increasing values of outdoor air 

temperatures. The maximum pressure increase 

in the compressor suction pressure, namely 32% 

is obtained by employing R134a as a refrigerant 

in the ASHP cycle while the minimum increase, 

namely 4.74% is obtained with refrigerant R404a. 

The values of increase in the compressor suction 

pressure for refrigerants R407c and R410a are 

18.91% and 5.92%, respectively.

• The electrical power delivered to the compressor 

(compressor power) increases parallel to the 

pressure ratio of the compressor as the outdoor 

air temperature increases. The compressor power 

has the maximum value of increase ratio, namely 

21.4% for refrigerant R407c while the minimum 

ratio, 3.65% is obtained for R410a and it ranges 

from 2.1 to 2.55 kW for R407c and from 1.63 to 

1.69 kW for R410a.  

The increase ratio in the compressor power is 

11.4% for refrigerant R134a and 5% for refrigerant 

R404a, respectively.

• The heating capacity of indoor unit, in other 

words, the heat rejected to the room to be heated, 

has a maximum value of 15 kW for refrigerant 

R407c and a minimum value of 0.115 kW for 

refrigerant R410a. 

• The heat absorbed from the outdoor air (the 

outdoor unit capacity) is maximum, namely 

12.5 kW for refrigerant R407c and is minimum, 

2.65kW, for refrigerant R410a. 
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